High Touch High Tech®
of Southeastern Michigan
Science Experiences That Come To You™

Available Afterschool Enrichment Programs
Program Name

Program Description

Animal Antics©

Creepy, crawly, weird and wacky. Discover the life of
insects, arachnids and snakes. View the world as an
insect through dragonfly eyes! Get excited as we look
at real bugs and meet our slithering friend!
Step back in time to the age of the dinosaurs. Become
a paleontologist and discover real fossils. Uncover the
mysteries of the dinosaurs. Make your very own fossil
and much more!
Get ready to face disaster. Erupt volcanoes and make
a twirling hurricane. Find out the scoop on why these
events happen and what we can do to protect
ourselves.
Get to the bottom of biology as we investigate edible
cells, create gummy candy and make carrots cry!
Experience a real rocket launch, learn about escape
velocity and throttle the space shuttle yourself. Enjoy
astronaut freeze-dried ice cream and more!
Explore the exciting world of electricity as we light
bulbs and discover all the Hair-Raising facts!
Roll up your sleeves for some chemistry fun! Make
your very own sidewalk chalk, oobleck and more!
Use chemicals to make slippery slime. Learn all about
acids and bases with our special indicator as
chemicals magically change color!
Pull out your psychedelic glasses to meet ROY G BIV.
Use prisms to see things like you've never seen
before! Make a UV bracelet that changes right before
your eyes.
Discover how mysterious science can be. Make
something disappear! Learn why magic and science
go hand-in-hand!
Learn about changing conditions. Have FUN as we
make all sorts of chemical reactions and learn about
what mixes and what doesn't.
Discover how cool plants really are. Build your very
own terrarium, see an embryo, and get all the “seedy”
facts.

Dinosaur Daze©

Disaster! Disaster!©

Edible Cells©
Flight Command©

Get Wired©
Kitchen Chemistry©
Lab 101©

Light Fever©

Mystery Science©

On One Condition©

Primarily Plants©
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Recycle Relays©

Rock & Roll©

Sounds Fun©

Tootin’ for Newton©

Weather Wizards©

Discover renewable and non-renewable resources and
the effects of global warming on the earth. Protect our
planet and make an environmentally friendly cleaner
and learn to compost in a cup!
Pan for gems and become a real geologist as you
classify your rocks. Take home an assortment of real
beauties, maybe even gold!
Explore the amazing world of sound as we make water
vibrate and salt dance! Get ready to make waves ●●●
sound waves that is!
Become a mechanic, a Newtonian Mechanic that is!
Learn all about those incredible forces. Have fun as we
experience the laws of physics.
Feel the pressure…air pressure that is! Explore
thunder, make tornados, and go ice fishing!
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